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In West Palm Beach, interior designer Margaret
Kaywell created a private office cum clubhouse
for her client, melding Old Havana with Hollywood
influences. Opposite: Seen through the foyer, the
conference room has served as a remote school
for the family’s children, a cards room for game
nights and a dining space for catered events.

ROOMS ARE RARELY JUST ONE THING THESE DAYS—AND HOW FUN IS THAT?
LUXE REPORTS ON THE DELIGHTFUL NEW ERA IN MULTIPURPOSE DESIGN.
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Interior designer Margaret Kaywell’s client
sought an office space of a different color.
Namely, one that would inspire future
ventures, and host friends and associates for
work and play alike. He found his answer in
a run-down bungalow in West Palm Beach,
which Kaywell—in collaboration with MP
Design & Architecture and Tim Givens Building
& Remodeling—imagined as a sumptuous
private clubhouse. Reworking the layout from
the studs, Kaywell conceived a gracious
foyer with velvet banquettes flanked by a
conference-meets-dining room on one side,
and a billiards room on the other. The floor
plan also includes a private office, powder

bath, catering kitchen and common area,
which is arguably the pièce de résistance,
encompassing a bar, lounge and café-style
workspace wrapped in CW Stockwell’s iconic
Martinique wallpaper. Here and throughout,
the interior designer drew inspiration from Old
Havana nightclubs and Hollywood’s Golden
Age, employing patinaed architectural details
like louvred doors, decorative paneling and
reclaimed flooring to evoke a historical ethos.
“This was one of my most fulfilling creative
endeavors,” shares Kaywell of the project.
“It’s a really neat blend of office, country club
and hip bar. It’s got a bit of everything—
like alphabet soup!” kaywellinteriors.com
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Designer Nina Magon faced a unique
brief when it came to the media room
of a young Houston-based family. “The
husband is a serious cards player and
wanted a designated place to call his
poker room. His wife said, ‘Okay fine, but
you need to share it with me and your
child!’” So spurred plans for a space that
bridges the divide between moody man
cave, elegant lounge and kid-friendly play
space. “It’s a universally fun room; it works
for everything,” notes Magon, pointing
to the custom six seat table (the exact
headcount for poker night) and adjacent
TV area with its wipeable ottoman that
rolls away to accommodate a playmat. But
the real hero of the space is the custom
cabinetry, painted Sherwin-Williams’
Seaworthy, which chicly stashes vestiges
of life with a toddler, or a gamesman,
as the case may be. ninamagon.com
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A family’s early 1800s farmhouse in Litchfield,
Connecticut, was a ground-up project—of
sorts. Over the course of six years, and led by
designer Susan Bednar Long, renovations
were tackled phase-by-phase. By the time they
set their sights on the unfinished attic, both
designer and client had developed a keen
sense of what was still missing—a workhorse.
On the wish list: A well-appointed office,
a gentleman’s lounge for cigar smoking and
game nights, a sleep loft for family visits
and a bevy of storage. While embracing the
original beams and warm wood floors, Long
set about modernizing the space with a cozy,
masculine mood. Notably, in building out the
crooked chimney, she created a stylish built-in

bar-meets-shelving unit wrapped in metallic
Hermès wallpaper, which ingeniously serves
as a partition between the lounge and office
areas. Utilizing every solitary inch (while
preserving an airy feel thanks to precisely
scaled furnishings), the designer squeezed in
a comfy window banquette, an 11-foot-long
desk, a flatscreen TV and a sectional. Storage
space abounds as well, including the antique
home’s original, rehabilitated cubbies that
now enclose back-of-house office supplies,
camping gear and seasonal storage. “Only the
pretty stuff is on view,” notes Long, adding,
in the ultimate stamp of approval, “This was
never an essential space, but it has become
just that.” sblonginteriors.com

